
Benefits

Optimal Engine Health
Capture of 20 engine data points and minimize downtime

Increase Vehicle Utilization
Potential of 15%-20% increase in productivity and vehicle utilization*

Reduce Equipment Misuse
Ensure proper asset allocation with GPS location monitoring and 
mitigate equipment use outside working hours

Challenges
Operating in the dark

There is a lot that needs to go into the running of 
a fleet of vehicles. You want to know they are 
where you need them to be when you need 
them to be there.  Are they operating efficiently 
to avoid increased fuel and maintenance costs?  
Are you getting the information you need to 
more easily comply with necessary record 
keeping and compliance? 

If you are not, it can lead to a lot of headaches 
down the road.

Make the connection for safety

The AT&T Fleet Complete 
Connected Devices Solution
See into every corner of your operations
Fleet Complete Hub is your telematics platform to improve fleet 
operations. Its fully integrated suite of tools allows you to easily 
add features you need and pull together the insights necessary 
to drive your business forward.

Our solution enables you to monitor your drivers to help 
improve safety—theirs and the public, and to reduce business 
risks. Some insurance companies will even lower your 
premiums when you add a telematics solution.

The tools in Fleet Complete Hub connect in one easy-to-use 
mobile platform. This delivers intuitive, real-time insights on the 
performance and status of drivers, trucks, vehicles, heavy 
equipment, and all other moveable assets.

AT&T Fleet Complete Hub

* Based on Fleet Complete customer feedback and reports

Increase Driver Safety
Address aggressive driving patterns such as speeding and harsh 
braking with our driver behavior monitoringAT&T AWS Partner Contact: Gemi Gural  gg3621@att.com



Case Study: 
Universal Hotel Liquidators (UHL)

Challenges
UHL is the largest liquidator of quality hotel furniture in the U.S.
Their employees often deep in the warehouse, or out on a truck 
making a delivery or pickup.   To ensure excellent customer 
care, they needed a better way to track their fleet.

Features

Fleet Tracker FT1 is an advanced fleet 
management solution for those who are looking for 
wider variety of features and more detailed 
performance reports. With this engine-connected 
device, you get access to rich vehicle data, as well 
as driver behavior analytics. Using these added 
insights, you can boost driver safety programs, 
eliminate wasteful patterns to save costs, and 
improve the resale value of your vehicles.

Visit AWS Marketplace, 
AT&T Fleet Complete on 
AWS website or start a 
Free Trial today. 

AT&T Fleet Complete on AWS
AT&T Fleet Complete solution is supported by a 
sophisticated GPS software, this user- friendly fleet and 
asset tracking solution provides near real-time view on all 
your fleet activities.  Performance dashboards and reports 
give fleet managers a critical overview of their fleet to help 
improve productivity, efficiency and safety. 

Hosted in AWS, AT&T Fleet Complete is on a reliable and 
scalable infrastructure that can support the most demanding 
applications with a proven track record of delivering high-
quality cloud services.

AT&T Fleet Track FT1

One of the smallest and most cost-
effective trackers on the market, Asset 
Tracker AT1 protects your expensive 
equipment and tools from being 
misplaced or stolen. You can instantly 
locate and check the status of 
machinery, equipment, cargo, and more 
– all from your mobile device! Outfitted
with a solar battery, it will ensure signal
longevity, crucial for assets left in
remote, hard-to-reach areas.

AT&T Fleet Tracker AT1 Solar

Solution
UHL turned to AT&T Fleet Complete’s system of tracking and 
management solutions to better connect staff with the 
company’s vehicles.

Results
UHL says it helps solve the business owner’s age-old problem: 
‘Where’s my truck?’ without having to call and ask.  
The system can also notify drivers of speeding or tailgating, and
can help clear the driver’s name in case of an accident or 
accusation of bad driving.

Get started with AT&T solutions on AWS

AT&T AWS Partner Contact: Gemi Gural gg3621@att.com

Enhance driver safety and mitigate risk with 
AI-powered road-facing & dual-facing dash 
cams that provide views of road conditions 
and driver activities in real-time.

AT&T Fleet Complete Vision

FirstNet Trusted, FTxw provides core fleet 
tracking capabilities plus in-vehicle wi-fi for 
up to 10 connections.

AT&T Fleet Tracker FTxw

https://www.business.att.com/collateral/att-fleet-complete-on-aws.html
https://www.business.att.com/collateral/att-fleet-complete-on-aws.html
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